THE WILDEST
ALASKA SEASON YET

7-NIGHT ALASK A
May 2022 – August 2022 from Seat tle
May 9, 2022 from Vancouver

7-NIGHT ALASK A
May 2022 – August 2022 out of Seat tle

SUMMER 2022

6-NIGHT PACIFIC COASTAL
April 2022 out of Los Angeles
7-NIGHT ALASK A
May 2022 – September 2022 out of Seward
April – May 2022 and September 2022
out of Vancouver

Tell your clients to get ready to earn their wilderness badge, because Royal Caribbean
has never done Alaska like this. The adventure begins Summer 2022 with four
unforgettable ships, including the two biggest in the region — Quantum of the Seas ® ,
sailing to Alaska for the first time ever, and Ovation of the Seas ® . Fan-favorites
Serenade ® and Radiance of the Seas ® also return to the Last Frontier, with more
stops at off-the-beaten-path destinations. And Serenade of the Seas ® offers unrivaled
views of the region’s most iconic natural wonders with double the glacier sightings.
No matter which itinerar y your clients choose, they’ll be amazed by fjord flightseeing
in Juneau, whale watching in Alaska’s Inside Passage, or peak seeking in
Endicott Arm and Tracy Arm Fjord.
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*Features vary by ship. All itineraries are subject to change without notice. ©2021 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas. 20076740 • 8/24/2021
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Your clients can glacier gaze from the unrivaled
perspective of the North Star ® — the tallest viewing
deck on a cruise ship. They’ ll enjoy edge-of-your-seat
entertainment, game-changing, all-weather activities like
the fan-favorite FlowRider ® band unparalleled views from
every room — from their Balcony or Virtual Balcony SM .

Fill each sea day with activities your clients can enjoy
in any weather — like simulated skydiving on RipCord ®
by iFLY®, exhilarating bumper car rush hour in the SeaPlex ®
and whale watching from the North Star. Then they can
refuel with delicious, globally inspired dishes and robotcrafted cocktails as fresh as the crisp mountain air outside.

Your clients can sail into Alaska onboard a ship
designed for edge-of-the-map exploration. They’ ll take in
the great outdoors from over three acres of windows and
glass exterior viewing elevators, so they can nature-gaze
and watch for whales along Alaska’s Inside Passage
and so much more.

There are so many places your clients can chase
incredible views of the Last Frontier onboard this fanfavorite ship — like sky high from the Rock Climbing Wall.
Or literally acres of windows from bow to stern. Or even as
the backdrop to outdoor movie nights like they’ve never
experienced before. And that’s just the beginning.
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